It has previously been reported that humans can determine their direction of 3D translation (heading) from the 2D velocity field of retinal motion experienced during self-motion through a rigid environment, as is done by current computational models of visual heading estimation from optic flow. However, these claims were supported by studies that used stimuli that contained low rotational flow rates and/or additional visual cues beyond the velocity field or a task in which observers were asked to indicate their future trajectory of self-motion (path). Thus, previous conclusions about heading estimation have been confounded by the presence of other visual factors beyond the velocity field, by the use of a path-estimation task, or both. In particular, path estimation involves an exocentric computation with respect to an environmental reference, whereas heading estimation is an egocentric computation with respect to one's line of sight. Here, we use a heading-adjustment task to demonstrate that humans can precisely estimate their heading from the velocity field, independent of visual information about path, displacement, layout, or acceleration, with accuracy robust to rotation rates at least as high as 20 deg/s. Our findings show that instantaneous velocity-field information about heading is directly available for the visual control of locomotion and steering.
Introduction
The question of how humans perceive and control their 3D self-motion has been an active area of neuroscience and cognitive-science research for the past few decades. It has long been known that when traveling on a straight path (pure translation), the focus of expansion (FOE) of the resulting radially expanding retinal flow pattern indicates one's instantaneous direction of 3D translation (heading, see Gibson, 1950) . Under more complex (but natural) conditions with combined translational and rotational retinal motion (such as when traveling on a curved path or when rotating one's head or eyes), the process of extracting heading from optic flow becomes complicated as the rotation shifts the apparent FOE away from the heading direction and disrupts the radial pattern (Regan & Beverley, 1982) . However, one can still mathematically compensate for the rotation and recover one's instantaneous heading from a single 2D velocity field of combined translational and rotational retinal motion generated by points in a rigid 3D environment (Bandopadhay & Ballard, 1990; Bruss & Horn, 1983; Fermuller & Aloimonos, 1995; Heeger & Jepson, 1990; Hildreth, 1992; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Rieger & Lawton, 1985) , a computation that can be implemented with neurophysiological models of primate extrastriate visual cortex (Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993; Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994; Royden, 1997; Zemel & Sejnowski, 1998) . Note that although the instantaneous velocity field of combined translation and rotational retinal motion is associated with only a single heading, it is nevertheless consistent with a continuum of trajectory scenarios ranging from linear translation with eye rotation to a circular path with no eye movement (Banks, Ehrlich, Backus, & Crowell, 1996) . This path ambiguity can only be resolved by examining the evolution of the optic flow over time (for an in-depth discussion, see Royden, 1994; Stone & Perrone, 1997) .
Psychophysically, it has been shown that humans can estimate their heading to within 1 deg of visual angle during simulated translation (Warren, Morris, & Kalish, 1988) . However, good (i.e., accurate and precise) performance during pure translation and fixed gaze angle does not necessarily indicate 3D self-motion perception because the task could be easily performed by simply locating the FOE in the 2D flow field without any 3D interpretation. To determine if humans are capable of recovering 3D heading from combined translational and rotational retinal flow, a number of studies examined self-motion perception during simulated eye rotation and reported good performance when either the rotation rates were low (Warren & Hannon, 1988) or subjects had extraretinal information about rotation (Royden, Banks, & Crowell, 1992; Warren & Hannon, 1988) but poor performance at high rotation rates with retinal flow information alone (Royden et al., 1992 ). However, the task used in these studies was to estimate future path with respect to an environmental reference point, which is quite different from estimating heading itself (Stone & Perrone, 1997) and is further confounded by ambiguity in the perceived depth of the reference point (Ehrlich, Beck, Crowell, Freeman, & Banks, 1998) . Although Stone and Perrone (1997) , using a true headingestimation task and simulating motion along a curved path, found that humans can indeed recover their heading accurately and precisely from optic-flow information alone (see also Cutting, 1986; Rieger & Toet, 1985) , this finding does not fully resolve the question of whether humans can derive heading directly from the instantaneous velocity field as is done by the mathematical and neurophysiological models cited above. The accurate heading estimation observed could have resulted from an indirect reconstruction of heading by first estimating one's displacement over time with respect to a fixed rigid environment (one's path) and then working backward to infer heading as the path's tangent. While many recent studies have begun to address the question of heading versus path estimation during visual control of locomotion (e.g., Wann & Swapp, 2000; Warren, Kay, Zosh, Duchon, & Sahuc, 2001) , the most direct way to resolve the issue unambiguously is to eliminate the visual cues beyond the velocity field that could allow one to recover one's path independent of heading (Li & Warren, 2000; Stone & Perrone, 1997) . In this study, we investigate whether humans can precisely and accurately perceive and adjust their heading from a sequence of velocity fields by using dynamic random-dot optic-flow stimuli in which environmental points are periodically redrawn. This stimulus allowed us to generate a continuously available heading signal while eliminating path, displacement, and other visual cues beyond the velocity field from the optic flow.
Methods Subjects
Six staff members (five naive as to the specific goals of the study; four males, two females) between the age of 26 and 41 at the NASA Ames Research Center participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Visual stimuli
The display simulated an observer traveling along a circular trajectory (yaw rate: 5-20 deg/s) through a randomdot 3D cloud (depth range, 6-50 m) at three translation speeds (7.5, 10, and 15 m/s). Two display conditions were tested: (a) static scene, in which dots were displayed until they left the field of view, and (b) dynamic scene, in which dot lifetime was limited to 100-ms velocity snapshots (6 frames at 60 Hz) to match the known psychophysical integration time of human motion processing (Burr, 1981; Watson, 1979; Watson & Turano, 1995 ; for a review, see Watson, 1986) . Our 100-ms dot lifetime is also well matched to the physiological integration time of directionally selective neurons within the primate cortical motion-processing pathway (Bair & Movshon, 2004; Osborne, Bialek, & Lisberger, 2004) and, thus, effectively represents a single Bbiological frame[ of motion. Indeed, we performed a pilot study using dot lifetimes less than 6 frames and confirmed that motion perception per se becomes seriously compromised at shorter dot lifetimes, consistent with previous studies that found temporal integration times of 100 ms or longer for direction (Watamaniuk & Sekuler, 1992) and speed (McKee & Welch, 1985; Snowden & Braddick, 1991) discrimination. Although it is mathematically possible to derive acceleration from the 6-frame sequence of stimulus motion in our displays, previous studies have shown that humans can only reliably detect accelerations with speed changes of 30% to 80% (Calderone & Kaiser, 1989; Snowden & Braddick, 1991) . We calculated the highest accelerations in our stimuli associated with the most peripherally displayed points on the closest plane. The speed changes for these points were only 15% to 27% during the 100-ms dot lifetime (depending on the condition), and such points appear only sporadically, embedded in stimuli containing hundreds of other points. Thus, it is unlikely that any acceleration cues in our dynamic condition were perceptually useful. In fact, the dot lifetime used for the dynamic condition was specifically chosen to be as short as possible without degrading motion perception per se, thus effectively limiting our dynamicscene stimuli to sequences of independent velocity fields.
In the case of the static scene, one's path can be derived from visual displacement over time (e.g., from one's initial and final 3D position with respect to the fixed scene, from the extended streamline trajectories of individual environmental points, or both). In the case of the dynamic scene, this is not possible because neither the velocity vectors nor the associated environmental points persist over time, thereby effectively eliminating the displacement cues and higher-order derivatives of motion (e.g., acceleration) that can be used over time to determine one's path (Rieger, 1983; Stone & Perrone, 1997) .
The 3D cloud consisted of È250 dots (3 Â 3 white pixels, 39.8 cd/m 2 ), uniformly distributed on a gray background (2.7 cd/m 2 ). The dots were generated within a pyramidal frustum subtending the same visual angle as the field of view in the depth range of 6-50 m, such that about the same number of dots at each distance in depth was displayed on each frame and the number of visible dots was kept relatively constant throughout the trial. The frustum moved with the line of sight in virtual-world coordinates (i.e., with the vehicle orientation), which was controlled by the joystick displacement. Visual stimuli were presented on a FlexScan F980 Eizo 21-in. monitor (1,240 Â 1,028 pixels, 60 deg [H] Â 45 deg [V] ) refreshing at 60 Hz, viewed from a chin rest at a distance of 14 in. from within a black viewing box. Twelve circular translation and rotation combinations were simulated, with the translation and rotation rates at 7.5 m/s and T7.5 deg/s, 7.5 m/s and T15 deg/s, 10 m/s and T5 deg/s, 10 m/s and T20 deg/s, 15 m/s and T7.5 deg/s, and 15 m/s and T15 deg/s, respectively.
Procedure
On each trial (starting and ending with a trigger pull), observers were instructed to imagine that they were looking through the windshield of a vehicle traveling on a circular path. Their task was to use a joystick (B&G Systems, JF3) to steer and align their vehicle (and thus their virtual line of sight) with their heading direction in virtual-world coordinates (i.e., until they believed that they were looking straight in the instantaneous direction they were traveling). In the case of the static scene, this is equivalent to adjusting one's virtual-world line of sight to align it with the tangent of a circular path defined by one's continuous displacement with respect to the fixed, albeit random, virtual scene. The initial vehicle orientation was in a random position within j16 to j8 deg or +8 to +16 deg from the initial heading (negative values to the left and positive values to the right). Once the observer felt properly aligned, he or she then ended the trial with the joystick trigger (Figure 1 ). Each trial generally lasted less than 10 s. With our interactive display, in screen coordinates, observers were therefore actually rotating their initially misaligned heading direction in the display to align it with the center of the screen, which represented their straightahead viewpoint out the windshield of their virtual vehicle.
Although, in our interactive task, subjects induced additional rotations while their adjustments were being made, the acceptance of the final setting was made by visually examining the final flow stimulus and confirming that one's heading was indeed aligned with straight ahead. As such, the final setting was generally recorded under conditions in which the rotational flow was that defined by the experimenter, unaltered by the observer. Thus, we did not anticipate any effect caused by the interactive nature of our task, and performance in our baseline static condition was indeed indistinguishable from that observed previously under similar passive conditions (Stone & Perrone, 1997) .
The final angle between the observer's virtual line of sight and heading, defined as heading angle, was used as the raw indicator of heading-estimation performance (see Figure 1 ). Taking advantage of left-right symmetry and of the fact that translation rate, within the range tested, had no effect (see Results section), we collapsed the heading-angle data across these two variables to generate measures of heading error as a function of the three rotation-to-translation ratios (R:T) tested. If path perception is a prerequisite to The open circle shows the singularity (pseudo-FOE) generated by the closest points and represents the best case 2D-based performance (Royden, 1994; Stone & Perrone, 1997) .
accurate and precise heading perception, we would expect performance with the dynamic scene to be random or at least much worse than that with the static scene. However, if humans can perceive their heading, independent of visual path information, performance with the dynamic scene should be similar to that with the static scene.
Observers viewed, monocularly with their dominant eye, both the static-and dynamic-scene displays blocked in a counterbalanced order, with 120 trials in each block (10 trials Â 12 translation-rotation combinations). To avoid extraneous relative-motion information, we did not use a fixation point so that observers could move their eyes and had to make their final judgments with respect to perceived straight ahead (which could be biased away from the center of the display). It is therefore possible that performance could have been enhanced by active gaze strategies potentially used in our interactive task. However, given that the heading accuracy and precision observed here are similar to those found using 400-ms stimulus presentations, a fixation cross, and a forced-choice task (Stone & Perrone, 1997) , any gaze-based strategy would seem unlikely to be playing a major role.
To make sure that observers understood the task and became familiar with the joystick-display dynamic interaction, they received 120 practice trials before data acquisition began. Observers received feedback, that is, a blue tunnel indicating the future circular path, during initial practice with static scenes only, using motion parameters different from those used in the actual experiments to avoid the possibility of performance based on memorizing 2D flow characteristics. We provided no feedback in the actual experiment; in particular, observers never received any feedback for the critical dynamic-scene condition.
Results
The mean heading angle is plotted in Figure 2 for all six observers and all rotation and translation pairs tested, under both the static and dynamic conditions. Although there is idiosyncratic variability in perceived straight ahead, all observers showed reasonably precise heading estimation with accuracy largely robust to variations across rotation and translation rates. Taking advantage of the fact that, for each R:T, there are two data points corresponding to a low and high translation value, for each observer separately, we performed a 2 Â 2 (Translation Level Â Display Condition) repeated measures ANOVA across six R:T levels and found that, for all observers, the effects of translation and display condition as well as the interaction were not significant, F(1,5) G 3.4, p 9 .12. The failure to find a significant effect of translation on performance is not surprising because, for a fixed distribution of depth of the environmental points and fixed field of view, the signal-tonoise ratio of heading estimation from optic flow is determined by R:T (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987; see, however, Stone & Perrone, 1996) . Therefore, to increase our statistical power, we combined heading angles for a given ratio and averaged performance across leftward and rightward rotation directions to generate a single measure of heading error and uncertainty. We then performed a 2 Â 3 (Display Condition Â R:T Level) repeated measures ANOVAs across all six observers.
Mean heading error is plotted against R:T ratio for each observer in Figure 3 . For all observers, performance is significantly better than that predicted from the optimal 2D FOE-based strategy (solid line) in both the static and dynamic conditions. This FOE-based response represents the horizontal output of a crude estimator that ignores the effect of rotation when estimating heading. This estimator gazes straight ahead and merely attempts to locate the zero-velocity point (actual or extrapolated) of the 2D pseudo-expansion pattern created from simulated selfmotion along a curved path as if the self-motion were pure translation along a straight path. Indeed, when there is inadequate visual information to recover heading (e.g., when there is no depth variation in the environmental points), human performance has been shown to converge to this pseudo-FOE-based prediction (e.g., Royden et al., 1992; Stone & Perrone, 1997) . Perfect performance is indicated by the dashed horizontal line. Thus, in both conditions of this study, observers are largely able to compensate for the presence of rotational flow.
Not surprisingly, our observers can estimate their heading quite well in the static condition. On average, they were able to set their heading to within 2.1 T 1.3 deg (mean unsigned error T SD across observers) of their straight ahead. This finding using our interactive display and method of adjustment is quantitatively consistent with earlier findings using a forced-choice methodology (1.8 T 1.3 deg and 2.3 T 1.5 deg for the two high-rotation conditions tested in Stone & Perrone, 1997) .
More important, we found that heading performance (accuracy and precision) was quite similar under the dynamic condition. On average, with the dynamic scene, our subjects were able to set their heading to within 1.8 T 0.9 deg (mean unsigned error T SD across observers) of their straight ahead, which was indistinguishable from performance with the static scene, F(1,5) = 0.72, p = .43. Furthermore, the uncertainty in heading estimates (SD of heading error) was also indistinguishable between the static and dynamic scenes, mean T SD across observers: 4.1 T 1.5 deg vs. 4.2 T 1.4 deg; F(1,5) = 0.76, p = .42. We did however find, as expected (Stone & Perrone, 1996) , a small but highly significant effect of R:T on heading uncertainty, F(2,10) = 8.76, p G .01. Indeed, if other stimulus variables are held constant, heading estimation is degraded by increasing R:T as predicted mathematically (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987) .
Although overall accuracy and precision appear similar for the static and dynamic conditions, we found a significant effect of display, F(1,5) = 12.75, p G .05, as well as a significant interaction effect of Display Â R:T, F(2,10) = 5.70, p G .05, on the signed error (see Figure 3) . The latter finding prompted us to perform separate one-way repeated measures ANOVAs for the two display conditions. We found that the effect of R:T was significant for the dynamic condition, F(2,10) = 8.14, p G .01, but not for the static condition, F(2,10) = 0.14, p = .87, suggesting a somewhat more robust ability to compensate for rotation in the static condition.
Discussion
Despite the fact that the dynamic scene contains spurious motion and flicker noise due to the scintillating dots and despite the presence of vestibular conflict (i.e., the vestibular system is reporting zero translation and zero rotation), visual heading estimation with the dynamic scene is similar to that with the static scene, indicating that humans have a robust visual capability to compute their 3D heading directly from the velocity field. This critical question heretofore remained unresolved and a contentious issue in the field.
Previous studies have reported good heading estimation under experimental conditions involving pure expansion (translation only) or flow with only small amounts of rotation so that 2D strategies might prove sufficient (e.g., Warren & Hannon, 1988; , or involving additional stereo or perspective visual information about the layout of environmental points or oculomotor information beyond the velocity field (e.g., Royden et al., 1992; van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a , 1994b , or in which the task involved path estimation as opposed to heading estimation (e.g., van den Berg, 1996; Warren, Blackwell, Kurtz, Hatsopoulos, & Kalish, 1991) . In particular, to assess the role of the streamlines and high-order motion derivatives generated by fixed environmental points, Warren et al. (1991) examined the effect of dot lifetime on self-motion perception from optic flow generated by simulated circular trajectories. Their task involved judgments of extrapolated future path (the location of one's exocentric trajectory through a virtual world relative to an environmental reference point at some future point in time) as opposed to judgments of heading (one's egocentric direction of selftranslation relative to one's line of sight at the current instant in time). For simulated self-motion along a straight-line trajectory, these distinct measures of perceived self-motion are aligned. For motion along curved trajectories, these two measures diverge, sometimes dramatically (Li & Warren, 2000; Stone & Perrone, 1997) . In addition, Warren et al. provided visual information beyond optic flow about the relative depth of environmental points (ground-plane perspective layout). Thus, their findings do not resolve whether there is an effect of dot lifetime on heading estimation, nor do they tell us whether heading can be recovered from the velocity field alone. Lastly, although Stone & Perrone (1997) used an explicit heading estimation task and found that humans could perceive heading from brief (400 ms) presentations of optic flow without oculomotor or layout information, even at high rotation rates, it remained unsettled whether their observers estimated path first from displacement cues and/or higher-order optic-flow information in the visual stimulus and then worked backward to derive heading. Our current study rules out these possibilities and shows that humans do indeed have access to heading information from the velocity field without additional visual information about path or environmental layout. Furthermore, the accuracy and precision of heading adjustments in our interactive task are within the required range for safe control of human locomotion (Cutting, Springer, Braren, & Johnson, 1992) , suggesting that velocity-field information about heading is available for the online guidance and control of self-motion.
Our data are silent on the perception of path. However, even if a curved path was perceived in our dynamic condition, inferred indirectly from the fact that egocentric heading remained constant over time between adjustments despite the rotational flow (thereby ruling out eye movements as the source of the rotation), this does not undermine our main conclusion. Any accurate percept of path in the dynamic condition using this inference requires estimating instantaneous translation and rotation first and then determining that successive heading measures were not changing over time. Thus, with our dynamic scene, heading estimation from the velocity field must precede the possibility of path estimation.
Although our findings show that the velocity field provides reliable heading information, this does not imply that other visual cues such as path, displacement, or acceleration, when available, do not also play a role in self-motion perception. The significant effect of display condition on the signed heading error indeed suggests that optic-flow cues beyond the velocity field may make the recovery of translational flow (i.e., heading) more robust to rotational masking. This issue remains open to future study as the small performance difference we observed could be due to the additional visual cues to self-motion in the static scene, the presence of motion noise generated by the random redrawing of points in the dynamic scene, or the feedback provided during practice exclusively in the static condition.
